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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THIS PAPER develops a theory of dual homotopy invariants for G-foliations using the 
theory of minimal models. As an application of the theory which is constructed, we 
are able to extend the results of Heitsch on the independent variation of the 
secondary classes of foliations. A foliation with a non-zero rigid class is also shown to 
exist, based on an example of Schweitzer and Whitman. 

For Riemannian foliations, all of the indecomposable secondary classes are shown 
to be linearly independent in H*(FRI”). The work of Lazarov and Pasternack is used 
to show that all of the possibly variable indecomposable secondary classes are 
independently variable in H*(FR14). 

The third type of G-foliations considered are those with an integrable complex 
structure on their normal bundles. The results of Baum and Bott are used to establish 
that many of the secondary classes for these foliations are independently variable. 

For each of the three types of G-foliations considered, namely real, Riemannian 
and complex, it is shown that the homotopy groups of the corresponding classifying 
space BIG4 admit epimorphisms 7r~(BIo4)+RUn, where {u,} is a sequence depending 
on 4 and G, but which in general has a subsequence tending to infinity. 

If a manifold M is simply connected, then the invariants of a G-foliation 9 on M 
which we produce are functions on the homotopy groups of M. They can be viewed 
as generalizations of several other constructions of foliation invariants in the lit- 
erature: There is a natural relation with the Chern-Simons invariants [9]. A means for 
producing such invariants was introduced by Haefliger in [18]. The various residue 
theorems for a G-foliation with singularities at a discrete set of points [2, 32 and 381 
are special cases of this theory, where the residue is obtained by evaluating a dual 
homotopy class on the boundary of a disc about a singular point. For a Riemannian or 
complex foliation which is defined by a submersion[25], the secondary classes of the 
foliation are exactly cohomological representations of some of the dual homotopy 
invariants. 

The general theory of the invariants is developed in 02. We begin by showing that 
the algebra homotopy class of the truncated Chern-Weil homomorphism h(w) is a 
G-foliation invariant (Theorem 2.11); in fact, it is a universal invariant from which 
many other invariants of the foliation can be derived [23]. Applying the dual homotopy 
functor to h(o) yields a characteristic map h#: r*(I(G),)*r*(M) from the infinite- 
dimensional vector space r*(l(G),) to the (pseudo) dual homotopy of the manifold 
(Theorem 2.12). 

Section 3 relates the dual homotopy invariants of a foliation with its secondary 
classes (Theorem 3.1). In particular, this relationship shows that a secondary class is 
non-zero if its corresponding dual homotopy class is non-zero. 

Section 4 presents a theorem of Andrews and Arkowitz[l] which enables us to 
evaluate the dual homotopy invariants (Theorem 4.4). The formula in Theorem 4.4 is 
clearly recognizable as corresponding to the evaluation formula for residues. Section 
5 contains several useful results on the rational homotopy of an n-connected space. 
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Note that Definition 5.3 gives the definition of an independently variable (I.C.V.) set 
of invariants. 

Finally, the techniques and constructions of 82-45 are used to analyze the 
homotopy and cohomology algebras of the classifying spaces of real, Riemannian and 
complex foliations in 06-98. There is a common theme behind the results we obtain: 
Let BIG4 denote the classifying space of G-foliations. Then the greater the con- 
nectivity of the classifying map of the normal bundle v: BI$ + BG, the more 
non-zero Whitehead products there are in n-*(BrC4). These non-zero homotopy 
classes correspond to non-zero dual homotopy classes in n*(Br$), and to non-zero 
secondary classes in H*(FIG4). 

Section 6 considers real foliations, where it is shown that there is a non-zero rigid 
class in H*(FIq) corresponding to a particular Whitehead product in ,rr*(BTq), 
(Corollary 6.4). We show that the independent variability results of Heitsch in [21] 
imply that there are many independent families of Whitehead products in r*(Brq), 
(Proposition 6.12). We conclude that the corresponding secondary classes are in- 
dependently variable in H*(Frq), giving an extension of the results of Heitsch 
(Remark 6.14 and Theorem 6.15). 

If follows easily from our techniques, and Theorem 7.6, that all of the in- 
decomposable secondary classes of Riemannian foliations are linearly independent in 
H*(FRr”), (Theorem 7.2). Making use of the results of Lazarov and Pasternack[32], 
all of the indecomposable variable secondary classes are shown to vary in H*(FRIq), 
(Corollary 7.4). 

For complex foliations, an extension of the results of Baum and Bott [2] is given, 
showing that many of the variable secondary classes are independently variable in 
H*(FI’c”), (Corollary 8.4). 

Our approach to foliation invariants primarily yields information about the homo- 
topy groups of the classifying space Br Gq as indicated above. There are many other 
results which follow from these techniques[23]. For example, the graded Lie algebra 
r*(BrGq) has an uncountable number of linearly independent, free Lie subalgebras 
(Propositions 6.16, 7.5 and 8.5). 

42. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DUAL HOMOTOPY INVARIANTS 

All manifolds are assumed to be connected, C”, paracompact and Hausdorff. All 
topological spaces are assumed to have base points and maps between spaces to be 
continuous and preserve basepoints. We denote by H*(X) the singular cohomology 
with real coefficients of a space X. Unless otherwise noted, all algebras are com- 
mutative, differential graded (DG) algebras with an augmentation. We use [xl to 
denote the greatest integer 5x. 

Let G be a closed subgroup of the general linear group G&q, W) with a finite 
number of connected components. In this section we produce invariants of a G- 
foliation on a manifold M: 

2.1 Definition [26]. A G-foliation 9 of codimension 4 on a manifold M is an 
integrable subbundle 9 of the tangent bundle TM such that: 

(i) There is given a model manifold B of dimension q having a G-structure on the 
tangent bundle TB with associated principal G-bundle P’+ B. 

(ii) The distribution 9 is locally defined by submersions into B such that the local 
transition functions preserve the G-structure on TB. 

If the model manifold B can be taken to be Rq with the natural flat G-structure, 
then we say 9 is an integrable G-foliation[26]. 
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For the orthogonal group O(q), an O(q)-foliation is exactly a Riemannian 
foliation[31,36]. An integrable Gl(n, Q-foliation, for q = 2n, corresponds to a com- 
plex foliation, one which is modeled on C” with holomorphic transition functions. 

The notion of equivalence between two G-foliations which we use is that of 
concordance: 

2.2 Definition. Two G-foliations F0 and 9, of codimension q on M are said to be 
concordant if there is a G-foliation 9 of codimension 4 on M x R such that the 
inclusions it: M + M x {t} C M x R induce 9, = iTS for t = 0, 1. 

Let I(G) denote the DG-algebra of AdG-invariant polynomials on @, the Lie 
algebra of G. The differential in I(G) is trivial, and for some set of even degree 
generators {c,, . . . , c,} we have 1(G) = R[c,, . . . , c,]. We next define the truncated 
polynomial algebras which arise from I(G). 

2.3 Definition. For each positive integer 1, set I(G), = I(G)/ideal generated by 
monomials of degree > 21. 

The construction of invariants for a G-foliation % on M is based on the properties 
of a Bott (or adapted) connection for %,[5,6 and 271. These connections always exist; 
one construction goes as follows. Let the G-foliation 9 be modeled on B, with P’+ B 

the associated principal G-bundle. Choose a G-connection W’ on P’. Let {U, ](Y E A} 
be an open covering of M for which there are submersions &: U, + B defining 9, 
and let T:P + M be the G-bundle they induce. Choose a partition of unity {&]a E A] 
subordinate to {U, Ia E A}. We define an adapted connection w on P by setting 

6J = c. (A,o7r). (f&o’. 

The Bott Vanishing Theorem [5,6] implies that if w is an adapted connection for 5, 
then the Chern-Weil homomorphism induces a DG-algebra map h(w): I(G), +R(M). 
Here, a(M) denotes the deRham algebra of M. If G is the orthogonal group O(q), then 
Pasternack has shown1301 that h(o) descends to 1(0(q)),,, where 4’ = [q/2]. For an 
integrable G&n, Q-foliation, there is a DG-algebra map h(w): I(Gf(n, C)), +fl(M). 

Therefore, a G-foliation B of codimension 4 on M induces an algebra map 
h(w): I(G), +fl(M), where 1 is a positive integer depending only on G. This map 
depends on the choice of the adapted connection w, but it is well-known that the 
induced map in cohomology h(o), depends only on the isomorphism class of the 
normal bundle of 9. In particular, h(o), depends only on the concordance class of 
$,[6,27]. The invariants we define result from the observation that the algebra 
homotopy class of h(w) depends only on the concordance class of 9. To develop this 
idea we use Sullivan’s theory of minimal models. General references for this theory 
are [8, 10, 33 and 421; our technical reference will be [19]. 

Let {t,dt} denote the DG-algebra R[t]@R(dt), where t@l has degree 0 and the 
differential is defined by setting d(t@ 1) = 1 @dt. For any DG-algebra % and r E R, 
there is an evaluation homomorphism e,: .$Zf @{t, dt} + 3 defined by setting 

eAh@Pdt) + bk3PAt) W = p,(r). h. 

2.4 Definition. Two homomorphisms fO, f,: d + 9 of DG-algebras are said to be 

algebra homotopic, denoted by f,, =f,, if there is a DG-algebra homomorphism 
n 

F: & + a@{t, dt} such that f, = e,OF for r = 0, 1. 
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Note that if f0 =fl, then f0 and fl are cochain homotopic [Lemme 11.1; 331, but the 
converse is false. a 

A graded algebra is free if it is isomorphic to the tensor product of an exterior 
algebra with a symmetric algebra. For any connected DG-algebra J%, let x denote the 
augmentation ideal. A connected DG-algebra & is minimal if it has a filtration by 
DG-subalgebras 

which satisfies, for each j > 0, d& C (Jj-1)’ and JZj s J%-,@A( Vi) for some graded 
vector space Vi. It follows that the algebra .4 is free and d.& C (.&*. 

A homomorphism 4x&?+ 9 of DG-algebras is called a weak isomorphism if 
4*:H*(d) + H*(B) is an isomorphism. 

2.5 Definition. Let d be a DG-algebra. A pair (.4&, 4) is a minimal model of d if & 
is minimal and 4 : Ad + d is a weak isomorphism. 

One of the basic results is: 

2.6 THEOREM[~~, 411. Let d be a DG-algebra and suppose H*(d) is a connected 
algebra. Then d has a minimal model. If (.A&, 4J and (Nd, 4,) are two minimal 
models of A?, then there exists a DG-isomorphism $1 A& +.N& such that 4. =4,0$. 

n 

For a connected manifold M, it follows that the deRham algebra Cl(M) has a 
minimal model which we denote by 4: .& +fl(M). For each positive integer 1, the 
truncated polynomial algebra I(G), has a minimal model denoted by 7: ~X/ll(l(G)~)+ 

I(G)/. 
A second basic result about minimal algebras is: 

2.7 PROPOSITION [Theorem 10.1; 191. Given a diagram of DG-algebras 

with .A minimal and $ a weak isomorphism, there is a lift 6: A +B such that 

*4 74. 

2.8 COROLLARY. Given a diagram of DG-algebras 

where (.d,4,) and (~&,4~) are minimal models, there is induced a map 6: A& + A3 
such that 4ge-j 71,b4&. Given two maps $0, $1: d+ 643 inducing maps I,&,, $,, if 

$07 h then &OX h. 
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There are two other technical results we need; the first depends essentially on the 
minimality of JU. 

an 

2.9 PROPOSITION [Proposition 5.14; 191. Let A be a minimal DG-algebra. Then 7 is 

equivalence relation on the set of maps, for a fixed I, (4: .JU + ~2). 

2.10 PROPOSITION [Proposition 5.15; 191. Let 1+4~ 7 $,: A +d, and suppose A is 

minimal. Then for any DG-algebra map g: d+ 9, we have go&~go$,. 

Our first result is: 

2.11 THEOREM. Let 9 be a G-foliation of codimension q on a manifold M. Let 

h(w)or): A(I(G),)+fi(M), where 1 is given by: 

(i) for G = SO(q) or O(q), 1~ [q/21 
(ii) for 9 an integrable G = Gl(n, Q-foliation, I L n 

(iii) for G = G&q, R) or otherwise, 1~ q. 

Then the algebra homotopy class of h(W)ort is well-defined and depends only on the 
concordance class of 9. 

Proof. By Proposition 2.9, the algebra homotopy class of h(o)07 is well-defined. 

Given two adapted connections o. and ml, we show that h(mO)y h(o,). This result 

is implicit in several constructions given for the secondary characteristic classes [4, 7, 
28 and 341. Let p: M x R + M be the projection onto the first factor, which induces a 
foliation on M x Fp. An adapted G-connection for this foliation is given by w, = 
to, + (1 - t)wo, where t E R. The curvature of o, is given by R, = d(w,) + 1/2[w,, o,], 
and this expression involves only dt, powers of t and elements of R(M). Therefore, 
the Chern-Weil homomorphism is given by the composition: 

h(o,): I(G), +n(M)@{t, dt} C ;n(M x R). 

It is then clear that eioh(w,) = h(wi) for j = 0 or 1, so that h(wo)J h(o,) as claimed. 
This implies h(w,)oq 7 h(w,)or). 

Finally, assume that so, 9, are concordant G-foliations on M; there is a G- 
foliation 9 on M x Fp such that i:S = si for j = 0,l. Let w be an adapted connection 
for 9. For j = 0,l we have the diagram 

I(G),++fl(M x F+(M) 

T Wk3,) T 9 * ,.&f 
where $ is chosen, by Corollary 2.8, so that h(o)o_rl --~*cv#JoIJI Then by Proposition 

2.10, we have iSoh(w)or) = i~op*ot$oljl= +t+k By Propbsition 2.9, setting j = 0,l gives 
ll 
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i$oh(~)on 7 iToh(w)oq. The composition i:oh(w) is clearly the Chern-Weil 

homomorphism of the foliation .5$ This completes the proof of the Theorem. n 
Given a G-foliation 9 on M, and some 1> 0 depending on G, this Theorem and 

Corollary 2.8 imply there is a well-defined algebra homotopy class of maps 
Ah: A(I(G),)-+.&. 

For any DG-algebra d, with H*(a) a connected algebra, let (A&, 4) be the 

minimal model. The vector space 7~*(&%&/.,&~ is called the dual homotopy of d. 

If a map $I: d+ B of DG-algebras is given, by Proposition 2.8 there is induced 
A&/K .A& +A&,, which, passing to quotients, defines $5 r*(d)-, m*(B). It is a basic 
result that if r’(d) = 0, then the induced map I+!J” depends only on the algebra 
homotopy class of A*. Combining this with Theorem 2.11, we have: 

2.12 THEOREM. Let 9 be a G-foliation of codimension q on a manifold M, and let 1 

be as given in Theorem 2.11. 

(i) The Chem- Weil homomorphism induces a well-defined map h*: r*(I(G)r)+ 
r*(M) which depends only on the concordance class of 9. 

(ii) Let f: N + M be a smooth map of manifolds with f transverse to 9. Then there 
is a commutative diagram 

where f*: R(M)+fi(N) induces f”. 

This theorem gives algebraic invariants in T*(M) of the foliation 9 on M. They 
are related to the topology of M by the fundamental theorem of minimal models [8, 
10, 33 and 411: 

2.13 THEOREM (Sullivan). Let M be a simply connected manifold. Then for each 
positive integer n there is a natural isomorphism 

r”(M) = Horn (r”(M), R). 

Thus for a simply connected G-foliated manifold M, the invariants defined above 
are functions on the homotopy groups of M. 

There is a natural extension of the above construction yielding invariants which 
are defined for a finite CW complex X with a singular G-foliation. Let Bfo4 be the 
classifying space of G-foliated microbundles[ll, 171. Suppose f: X-+ Bf$ defines a 
I’,q-structure on X. Then by a construction of Haefliger, there is an open manifold 
M, and an inclusion X + M inducing a homotopy equivalence, such that M has a 
G-foliation whose classifying map makes the diagram M- BFcq commute. We 

Y f 

define the characteristic homomorphism of the pair (X, f) by h’: r*(I(G),)+ r*(M) = 
r*(x). 

For a CW complex X which is not finite, we define r*(X) = lim r*(X,), where 
t 

aEsP 
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X, C X for (Y E d are the finite subcomplexes ordered by inclusion. Given a map 
f: X + BfGq, Theorem 2.12 implies there is induced a characteristic map of (X, f). In 
particular, there is induced a universal characteristic map i#: r*(l(G),)+ v*(S~,~). 
We remark that if X is one connected, then Theorem 2.13 extends to give a natural 
isomorphism n*(X) = Horn (T*(X), R). 

The classifying space of integrable G-foliations [ 1 l] is denoted by BIGq. For any 
CW complex X, and map f: X+BI Gq, there is a characteristic map of the pair (X, f), 
whose construction is identical to the above. 

93. RELATION BETWEEN THE INVARIANTS AND CHABACTERISTIC CLASSES 

In this section we will give the structure of the vector space T*(I(G)~), and in 
doing so, relate the dual homotopy invariants to the secondary characteristic classes 
of the foliation. We also relate the dual homotopy invariants to a construction of 
homotopy functionals given by Haefliger[l8]. We consider a fixed codimension q 
G-foliation 9 on A4 and a fixed integer 1 as in Theorem 2.11. 

Let P GA4 be the principal G-bundle associated with the foliation, and choose an 

adapted connection w. We make the additional assumption that for some closed 
subgroup H c G, with the pair (G, H) reductive, the bundle P has an H-reduction 

A4 GP/H. The subgroup H is often the trivial group {e} or a maximal compact 

subgroup of G. 

We will use the following notation: &I(G), has algebra generators 

{Cl,. . *, c,} with deg Cj 5 deg ck 521 for j I k I r. 
Let A@* be the exterior algebra of left-invariant forms on G. 

Let (Y,, . . . , y,) c A@* be the G-invariant primitives, with Yj the suspension of q. 

Let B c (y,, . . . , yI) be the subspace spanned by the suspensions of the elements of 
degree 121 in the kernel of the restriction homomorphism I(G)+I(H). Choosing a 
new algebra basis of I(G), if necessary, we can assume that .@ has a basis 

{Yi,9 . . . 9 Y&I C {Yl,. . 9 9 Yr). 

Let A(G,H), = A.$?@& with differential defined by d(y@l) = loci, and 
d(l@cj) = 0. For H = {e}, set A(G), = A(G,{e}),. In the notation of [7], we have 
A(Gl(q, R), O(q))q = WO,, A(Gl(q, R)), = W, and A(Gl(n, C)), = W,. 

Let W(B, H)I = (A@*@I(@)I)~ be the truncated Weil algebra defined in [26,27]. 
There is a natural inclusion A(G, H), C W(@, H), which, for the standard triples 

I 
(G44, W, {el, 4) 

(G & 1) = (G&q, RI, O(q), 41, 

(GNn, Cl, {el, n) 

induces an isomorphism in cohomology. (When G = G&n, C), the ground field is 
assumed to be C.) For many triples, however, the induced map will not be onto: e.g. 

The Chern-Weil 

TOP Vol. 20, No. 4-D 

construction gives a DG-algebra homomorphism 
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k(o): W@, H),+Q(P/H). Set A = s*&(o); then there is a commutative diagram 

The maps A* depend only on the concordance class of the foliation, and the 
elements in the image of A* are called the secondary characteristic classes of the 
foliation. These classes are related to the previously defined dual homotopy in- 
variants. Let % H*(M) + Horn (W,(M), Fp) be the dual Hurewicz homomorphism; let 
the algebraic dual Hurewicz map %‘*: H*(M) = H*(&) + m*(M) be induced by the 
quotient map & +.&J&*. Then we have: 

3.1 THEOREM. There exists a vector space map 5 so 
manifold M, the following diagram commutes: 

r*(I(G),)$ T*(M) 

I T T 
* 

H*(A(G, H),) ** > H*(M) 

If M is simply connected, then we can identify T*(M) with 
and replace S?* with SF. 

that for any G-foliated 

the dual homotopy of M 

Proof. Let n: &(J)+Z, be the minimal model. For each ci E 4, there is a unique 
homogeneous xi E &(I,) with n(Xj) = ci. Define a differential on the free algebra 
&(I,)@@, extending the differential on A(&), by setting d(l@yia)=xi$)l for 
15 (Y I s. The map 4 = n@ id: &(&)@A@ +A(G, H), is a weak isomorphism. Let 
A@ be the free exterior algebra with trivial differential. Then there is a commutative 
diagram of DG-algebras 

O-I,---+A(G,H) 
‘) T T 6 

In the terminology of [19], this is a A-minimal A-model of the inclusion 1, + A(G, H), 

and gives a long-exact sequence 

-+ a”-‘(A@) &“(I,)+ #(A(G, I$),)+ #(A@) -%. 

The map S is easily seen to be injective; identifying the image of S with the span of 

{Ci,, * * * , Cis}, there are short-exact sequences 

O”(Ci,, a. a 9 Ci,)n + *“(I/)%r”(A(G, H)/)*O. (3.2) 
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Choose a splitting b of (3.2); then we have a commutative diagram: 

(3.3) 

H*(A(I;, E&+&4). 

The conditions of the Theorem are then satisfied for 5 = bog*. n 
Note that in the above proof, it was shown there is an injection b: r*(A(G, El),) + 

r*(4). This is one reason why we consider r*(4) and not the seemingly more natural 

r*(A(G, H),). 
An important consequence of the exact sequence (3.2) is: 

3.4 PROPOSITION. There is a natural isomorphism 

n”(I(G),) = 7r”(A(G),)@(c,, . . . , c,)“. 

Proof. We have @ = (y,, . . . , yr) when H = {e}. The sequence (3.2) has a unique 
splitting b because n”(A(G),) = 0 for n 5 21 (and deg c, 5 21). n 

This Proposition completely determines the vector spaces #(l(G),) for all n, as 
the spaces #(A(G),) can be determined explicitly; under our assumptions, the result 
of Vey[l4] implies there is a subalgebra of cocycles Z, C A(G), for which the 
inclusion is a weak isomorphism. Further, all products in ZI are zero. Therefore, if 

(21,. . . , Ed} is a basis of Z, with deg zj = nj, then 

r*(A(G),) = ,rr*(Z,) = ‘rr*( jf, 5”“) = Horn (L(z,, . . . , zd), R), 

where L(z,, . . . , .q,) is the free graded Lie algebra[l8] on the generators {zl, . . . , zd}. 

These remarks imply that there is an inclusion H*(A(G)l)+r*(A(G)l). Thus, Pro- 
position 3.4 implies: 

3.5 PROPOSITION. The map 5: H*(A(G),)+ r*(I(G),) is injectiue. 

3.6 COROLLARY. Let G = Gl(q,R) or Gl(q,C). Then there is a commutative 
diagram, with f injective: 

FLU,) --T*(M) 
5 T T e 

H*(W(@, e),) ‘* ,H*(M) 

For an arbitrary reductive pair H c G, the inclusion A(G, H), 1, W(@, H), is not 

necessarily a weak isomorphism. For example, if the restriction i*: I(G) + I(H) is not 
onto, then H*( W(@, H),) contains a factor I(H)l{image i*} in the cokernel of j* [29]. 
These additional characteristic classes in H*( W(@, H),) correspond to the additional 
geometric data given by the H-reduction of P +M which is used in defining A*, but 
not in defining h’. 
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An explicit construction of f is of interest and is useful in examples. With the 
notation of Theorem 3.1, recall n(Xj)=cj for j=l,...,r. If J=(jl....,j,) is a 
sequence of non-negative integers, we use the notation xJ = xl&* - *x>, and let IJI = 
1/2*deg xJ. 

In _&c(h), inductively choose elements: 
For each i, J with 15 i 5 r, [J/ 5 i and deg x$J > 21, let Ui,J E J!(J) satisfy 

dui= = - XiXJ. 

For each I = (i,, . . . , i,), J with 1 5 i,, . . . , is % r, (JI 51 and deg xi,xJ > 21 for 

1 5 m 5 s, let uI,J E d(4) satisfy 

(3.7) 

where I,,, = (il, . . . ,i”,, . . . , is). For I = 0, we define uI.J = xJ; then (3.7) is valid for ui,Je 

The sum on the r.h.s. of (3.7) is a cocycle, and &(I,) 41, is a weak isomorphism, so 
it is possible to choose some u1.J satisfying (3.7). Notice that if uIJ and u;J are two 
different choices, then uI,J - ui,J is a cocycle, must be exact, and is therefore 
decomposable. Thus, the choice of uI,J is unique modulo &102. 

The set of elements y$J = yil* * *yi,@Cl’* * *c> E A(G, H), with 1 I i,,. . . ,i, 5 

r, IJI I 1 and deg xi,xJ > 21 for each 1 I m I s are cocycles. A subset of these will 
form a basis of H*(A(G, H),)[14], so it will suffice to define 5 on the cohomology 

classes yflJ of this type. 

3.8 PROPOSITION. The map 5: H*(A(G, H),) --) r*(I(G),) is given by l: y$J - ur,J, 

where we identify ur,J with its image in r*(I(G)l). 

Proof. See [23]. 

This algebraic result has an interesting consequence. The class h*(J’rCJ) E I-&(M) 

is represented by the cocycle A(J’rCJ) E R(M); the class h’(U1.J) E V”(M) corresponds 
to an element of Horn (7rn(M), R), and we have, by Theorem 3.1: 

3.9 PROPOSITION. Let f: S” + M be a C” map determining an element (Y E r”(M). 

Then 

h#(Ur,J)(a) = *]sm f*(A(YrCr)). (3.10) 

The integrand in (3.10) contains the form f*A(yr), which is defined using a section 

M &P/H, while the functional h”(U1.J) is defined using only the Chern forms {A(ci) E 

a(M)} as data. The integral can also be defined in a way that is independent of s. 
Notice that d(f*A(yi)) = f*A(ci); this is the only property of the forms f*A(yi) that is 
needed. Let Tj be any form on S” such that dTj = f*A(Cj); one can show the integral in 
(3.10) is also given by 

(3.11) 

Homotopy periods of the type given by the r.h.s. of (3.11) were introduced by 
Haefliger in [18]. When cJ is indecomposable, a method for the evaluation of the 
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integral in (3.11) is also given. For cJ decomposable, one can use techniques similar to 
the Residue Theorem of Schweitzer and Whitman[38] to evaluate the periods. In this 
form, the dual homotopy invariants in the image of l: H*(A(G, H),)+ ?r*(I(G),) 
have appeared in the literature. The algebraic construction given for h*: T*(~(G)~)+ 
r*(M) has the advantage of producing the invariants in a unified way, dealing 
efficiently with any group G and truncation index 1. It is also clear from the definition 
of h’ that “reductions of the normal G-bundle” do not play a role in defining the dual 
homotopy invariants, though such a reduction is essential in defining the secondary 
characteristic classes. 

It was originally suggested by Halperin that one should consider the minimal 
model of A: 2, c A(G), +fl(M), where 2, is the subalgebra, with all products zero, 
weakly isomorphic to A(G),. A modification of the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows the 
algebra homotopy class of Alz, is a well-defined concordance invariant, and one can 
define a characteristic homomorphism A#: r*(ZJ-+ r*(M). The space of invariants 
r*(Z,) is dual to the free graded Lie algebra L(zl, . . . , zd), which is infinite dimen- 
sional. Thus, h” was introduced with the idea of producing a simpler set of invariants. 
We saw in Proposition 3.4, however, that m*(l(G),) is more complicated that rr*(Z,), 
rather than less. The advantage of using h” lies elsewhere; it is the ability to compute 
the image of h” for many examples. Some of the main results of this paper are 
contained in the sections of examples, 6-8. 

54. A METHOD FOR EVALUATING THE INVARIANTS 

Let M be a simply connected manifold with a G-foliation. Given u E #(l(G),), 
we want a method for determining when h”(u) E r”(M) is non-zero. A theorem 
establishing a partial answer (actually, the most complete general answer possible) has 
been given by Andrews and Arkowitz[l]. We give a statement of this theorem as it 
applies to h’(u). When M is homotopic to a wedge of spheres (or is a formal space), 
and the classifying map g: M + BrCq is well-chosen, the image of h’: ?r*(I(G),)+ 
r*(M) can be completely determined. 

Let u E JY”(I(G),) be indecomposable so that the class u E #(l(G),) is non-zero, 
and h*(u) E n”(M) is a (possibly non-zero) function on r”(M). 

4.1 Definition. Let d be a DG-algebra and let dp be the algebra generated by the 
p-fold products. An element a E d is said to have order p if da E J$’ but da@ &+I. 

Suppose .&h(u) E .I&” has order p. The value of h”(u) will be determined on 
those Q E n-“(M) which are Whitehead products of order s 5 p: 

4.2 Definition [l, 371. An element a E r”(M) is an sth order Whitehead product 
of type (a,, . . . , a,), and we write (Y = [(w,, . . . , as], if the data in (i)-(iii) below are 
given, for which (iv) holds: 

(i) There is a partition nl + * * - + n, = n + 1. 
(ii) There are maps fj: S”i --*M representing ‘Yj E rnj(M) for 1 I j 5 s. 

Define P = S”1 x . . . x S”s and let X = S”I v * * * v S”s C P be the wedge of the 
factors. Choose a point p1 E P not in X and set T = P --(PI}. In the terminology of 
[l], T is homotopic to the fat wedge T(S”‘, . . . ,5”“); in particular, for s = 2 we have 
T=S”‘v S’2. 

(iii) The map f, v . . . vf,:X+Mextendstoamapf:T+M. 
Let D C P be a neighborhood of p1 diffeomorphic to the closed unit disc in R”+l. 

(iv) ct is represented by the composition f: S” = aD c T AM. 

The obstruction to extending f to a map f’: P + M is exactly (Y E r,,(M). 
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4.3 Remark. Let f: T + M be a smooth map representing a Whitehead product (Y 
as in the definition above. Let M have a G-foliation 9 and assume that f is transverse 
to 9; then there is an induced foliation on P = T U {p,} with singularity at pl. 
Assume that II + 1 = dim T is even. For G = G&q, C), G&q, R) or G(q), a method has 
been given by several authors, Baum and Bott[2], Schweitzer and Whitman[33] and 
Lazarov and Pasternack[32], for the respective groups, assigning to each tic, E I(G) 
of degree n + 1 a residue at (PI} of the foliation on P. 

On the other hand, there is a characteristic map h’ for the foliation induced on T. 
For each CicJ E I(G) of degree n + 1, there is an element Ui,l E 7r”(I(G),), giving a 
functional h”(ui,,) E r”(T). A canonical homotopy class y E r=(T) is determined by 
the inclusion S” = 8D 5 T. One consequence of Proposition 3.9 is that the residue of 
tic, at {pr} corresponds to h#(U,,)(r), and Theorem 4.4 yields, as a special case, the 
evaluation formulas that have been given for this residue. 

To state Theorem 4.4, we need the following notation: Let {n,, Q, . . . ,} form an 
algebra basis of &. Let u E _M(I(G),) be an indecomposable element and suppose 
M(u) E &, has order p. For any s 5 p we can write: 

where 9 is a set of indices I = (i,, . . . ,i,), AI E R for each I, nI = nil. - -qis and 

p E “4%~“. Each AI will be zero unless s = p. 
Let (Y = [(Ye,. . . , a,] E r”(M) be an sth order Whitehead product, where & E 

r,(M) has degree nk. Each vi E .A& induces a function on r*(M), and we define for 
each 1 E $ a matrix A/k = r)ii((Yk) for 1 I j, k I s. Note that Ai:, = 0 unless deg vi, = nk. 

4.4 THEOREM. Let s up, with notation as above. Then 

h#!(u)([~,r . . . , a,]) = (-IIN & AdA’) 

where 

N = C ninj, 
lsi<jSs 

K(AI) = c (-l)‘(“)&,,, . . . , A&,,, 
(I 

the sum over the permutations u of {I,. . . , s} and 

or E(U) = 0 if this sum is empty. 

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 5.4 of 111. 

Note that if order (Y = s <p = order Ah(u), then h’(u) ((Y) = 0. No implication 
may be made about the value of h”(u) on Whitehead products of order >p([l], p. 
975). 
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Theorem 4.4 relates the homotopy period h+(u)(a) to the homotopy periods nii(Lyk) 
of lower degree. In examples, these lower degree periods are specified and we use this 
Theorem to conclude h’(u)(a) f 0. 

Two special cases of Theorem 4.4 are often used: 
Let du = An,. . . q + p and let (Y = [(Y,, . . . , a,] with at most one nk = deg (Yk odd. 

Then 

Let du = hn1n2+ p and let (Y = [(Ye, (~~1. Then 

h”(u)(a) = h(A,2A2, + (-1)“‘“2A1,A22). (4.6) 

95.THERATIONALHUREWICZTHEOREM 

The following Theorem and its consequences will be used in the next section: 

5.1 THEOREM. Let X be an n-connected space. 
(i) The rational Hurewicz homomorphism X: 7r,,,(X)@gP+H,(X; Q) is an 

isomorphism for m I 2n and an epimorphism for m = 2n + 1. 
(ii) If H”(X; Q) is finite dimensional for m I 2n + 1, then the dual map 

X*: H”(X; Q)+Hom (n,,,(X), 0) is an isomorphism for m 5 2n and an inclusion for 
m=2n+l. 

The proof of this can be found in [Proposition 3.8; 31 or [Theorem 18.3; 351. 

Let e: H”(X; Q)+Hom (H,(X; O), 0) be the evaluation map. If X is not of finite 
type, then we have: 

5.2 COROLLARY. Let X be n-connected. Then X* is surjective for m I 2n, and for 
m = 2n + 1, rank X* = rank e. 

Proof. This follows immediately, using the Universal Coefficient Theorem. 
Let {z,, . . . , zd} c H”(X) be a given subset. IJsing the evaluation map e, there is 

induced a homomorphism z: H,(X; Z)+Rd, defined by: for c E H,,,(X; Z), set z(c) = 

(&l)(c), . . . , e(zd)(c)) E Rd. 

5.3 Definition. A set {z,, . . . , zd} C H”(X) is said to be independently continu- 
ously variable (I.C.V.) if the map z: H,,,(X; Z)+ Wd is onto. 

For any connected topological space X there is a map 7r*(X)+Hom (r*(X), R), 
so that an element u in m”(X) can be considered as a linear functional on m,,,(X). For 
a given subset {ul,. . . , ud} c r”(X) we define a homomorphism u: r,,,(X)+Wd as 
follows: for y E ?rm(X), set u(y) = (&(y), . . , , &(y)) E Rd. 

5.4 Definition. A set {u,, . . . , ud} c r”(X) is said to be I.C.V. if the map 
u: 7rm(X)+Rd is onto. 

5.5 Remark. In the next section we need the following application of Theorem 5.1: we 
show a cohomology I.C.V. set can give rise to a dual homotopy I.C.V. set. Let FIq denote 
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the classifying space of G&q, W)-foliations with trivial normal bundle. For odd 4 2 3, 
Heitsch has shown in 1211 that there exists an I.C.V. set A,(?‘) C H2q”(Frq). What is 
essential is that he exhibits a manifold M with a family of foliations classified by maps cfa : 
M + lTq(a E d} such that i\,(Y) is onto R“ when restricted to the additive subgroup of 
H2q+l(Frq; 2) generated by the images (fu)*H2q+l(M; 2) for cy E .vZ. 

Give M the structure of a CW complex, and then collapse the (9 + 1)-skeleton of 
M to a basepoint to obtain a (4 + l)-connected space X It is known that Fr4 is 
(4 + I)-connected (see Theorem 6.1) so each map fn descends to a map fa: X + Fr4. 
We also have ismorphisms 

7r2q+,(X)OQ = H2q+,(X; Q) = H2q+dM; oh 

the first being a consequence of Theorem 5.1. It follows that A,( “y3 is onto Rd when 
restricted to the additive subgroup of H2q+l (Frq; 2) generated by the images 
%‘0(fJ#7r~~+~(X) for (Y E d. Hence, the set X*oA*(“y? c .rr2q+1(Frq) is I.C.V., and by 
Theorem 3.1 the set i’oS(Y) is also I.C.V. 

86. APPLICATIONS: BI- AND Fl-’ 

Let Brq be the classifying space of Gf(q, R)-foliations with v:Brq + BO(q) the 
classifying map of the normal bundle[l7]. We denote by Frq the homotopy theoretic 
fiber of v. Using the notation of Bott_Haefliger[7], we let W, denote the algebra 

A(Gl(q, RN,. 
To proceed with our constructions, we need the following fundamental result of 

Thurston and Mather [43]: 

6.1 THEOREM. The space Frq is (q+l)-connected. 

The first application of this theorem is to construct a map gj: S4’ + Brq detecting 
the jth Pontrjagin class pfi The rational homotopy of BO(q) can be computed using the 
minimal model of its universal covering BSO(q). Recall there are algebra isomor- 
phisms 

where pj has degree 4j and e, has degree 2r,[351. This implies r*(BSO(q)) has a vector 
space basis with elements in degrees: 0,4, . . . ,4r for q = 2r + 1, and 0,4,. . . ,4(r - l), 
2r for 4 = 2r. Further, for each Pontrjagin class pj there is a map gj: S4j-+ BSO(q) with 
gy(pi) # 0. Each map gj also defines a map gj: S” + BO(q) for which gT(pj) f 0. Setting 
m = [(q +2)/4], Theorem 6.1 implies there is a lift gj: S4j+ Brq of gj for each 
15 j 5 m. The maps {g,, . . . , g,,,} will be used in the proofs of subsequent pro- 
positions. 

The next lemma is used to translate results on ,rr*(Brq) to results on H*(FT4). 

6.2 LEMMA. For z E H”(W,), suppose that k’oc(z) E 7rn(Brq) is non-zero (resp. 
variable). Then A&) E H”(Frq) is non-zero (resp. variable). 

Proof. Let f: S” + BP satisfy &#ot(z)([f]) # 0. By assumption, n is greater than 
2q so the composition vof: S” -+ BO(q) is rationally homotopic to a constant. Replac- 
ing f by an integral multiple if necessary, we can assume vof = 0. Therefore, Theorem 
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3.1 implies A&) E H”(P) is non-zero. It is clear that A,(z) is proportional to 
hxo,!Jz) E n”(P). Thus, if i#o[(z) is variable then A*(z) will be also. n 

Equivalently, Lemma 6.2 states that there is a commutative diagram 

Ii+ 

~*UtGl(q, RI),) - 7r*(Brq) 
A * 

5 I 8% 
A 

H*(Wq) * H*(FTq). 

Let 4 = 4m - 2 or 4m - 1 with 4 I 3. The map &,:S4” + BIq defined above 
satisfies (vo&,)*(p,) # 0. Using residue techniques, Schweitzer and Whitman showed 
that the Whitehead product [&, &] E r*,,-,(BP)@R is non-trivial[38]. In our 
framework, this is given by: 

6.3 PROPOSITION. For q 
dm-l(m) is non-trivial. 

as above, the dual homotopy class &Xo~(y2m~2m) E 

6.4 COROLLARY. Forq as above, the class d*(y2,,,c2,,,) E H8m-1(FI’q) is non-trivial. 

When q is even, this is a rigid class. 

Proof. Let f: P-l + S4” represent the Whitehead product [id, id] E ng,,_l(S4m), 

where id: S4” + S4”’ is the identity mapping. Setting 4’(y2,,,czm) = u2+ we have du2,,, = 
- xz, in A(I(Gl(q, IX)),). For the Iq-structure on S4m determined by &,, we evaluate 
hX(u2,,,,) E #‘-1(S4m) using formula (4.6): 

h”(u2,,,)([fl) = - 2-lh”(xdkW2 

=- 2 ( I,a. (U%I)*(Prn)]2 

# 0. n 

Because T*(S~~)@R is spanned by the element [id] and the second order White- 
head product [f], we can use formula (4.6) to evaluate hXol completely. In fact, if 
yIcJ E H*( W,) is a standard basis element other that y2~c2,,,, then h#ol(yrc,) is zero. It 
is only necessary to evaluate this class on the element [f], and by (4.6) this will give 
zero unless d5(y1c,) = +x:,,, + other terms. The only basis cocycle satisfying this 
condition is y2,,,c2,,,. Since H*(SEm-‘) + ,*(S8”-‘) is injective, we also have A*(yrc,) E 
H*(S8”-‘) is zero, showing that d*(y2m~2m) E H8”-‘(lTq) is independent of the other 
secondary classes. 

We note that one can use the (q + I)-connectivity of Frq to also show that some 
elements ho[(yiC,) in ,rr*(BIq), for c, decomposable, are non-trivial when evaluated 
on higher order Whitehead products in r*(BIq),[23]. This implies the corresponding 
secondary classes in H*(Frq) are non-trivial. 

The most general examples of non-zero dual homotopy classes in n*(BIq) are 
deduced from the known results on H*(FTq). For q 2 3 Heitsch has shown that many 
of the variable classes in a basis of H*( W,) are mapped to independently variable 
classes in H*(Frq). For our purposes, we use just Theorem 6.3 of [21]. 
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6.5 THEOREM. For q 2 3 and odd, there is a set ‘Y c Hzqf’( W,), containing at least 
two elements, such that d,(Y) G H2q”(FI’q) is I.C.V. Further, the set d,(v) varies 
independently for a family of foliations on a fixed manifold. 

An exact description of the set Yf can be found in the paper[21]. 
More generally, the following result was announced by Fuks[l2,13]: 

6.6 THEOREM. The composition 

H*( W,) qH*(FTq) GHom (H,(FTq; Z), W) 

is injective, and the image of a basis of the variable classes in H*(W,) is an I.C.V. set 
in H*(FTq). 

The next Proposition, which follows directly from Theorems 5.1 and 6.1, is the 
means by which we can apply the above information about H*(FTq): 

6.7 PROPOSITION. The rational Hurewicz homomorphism 

x: 7r”(FP)@Q + H,(FP; cl) 

is an isomorphism for n I 2q + 2 and an epimorphism for n = 2q + 3. 

A cocycle yrcJ E W, is said to be admissible if: 

1 I il < . . . < i, 5 q, 

IJ( I q and i, + /_I( > q, 

1 < i, implies jr = 0. 

The set 2, of admissible cocycles is the Vey basis of H*( W,),[14]. We say yrcJ has 
length s if I = (i,, . . . ,i,). This gives a grading of Z, by setting Z,(s) = {y,c, E Z, with 

length = s}, and induces a filtration F”Z, = $Zq(r). 

Now let SC be the largest subset of Z,(l) fl {H”( W,>jn I 2q + 3) for which (a)& 
H*(Frq) + Horn (H,(FTq), R) is injective, where (-) denotes the span in H*( W,). 
Using Proposition 6.7 and Theorem 3.1, we then conclude: 

6.8 COROLLARY. The map h’o4’: (%‘) + ,rr*(BTq) is injective. 

It is next shown that &*ol is injective on the span of a much larger set 9’ 
containing 3. Recall that m = [(q + 2)/4]. We define 

9” = {ye, E Z, ]yi,c, E SE’ and (i2, . . . , i,) c (2,4, . . . ,2m)}. 

Note that the filtration on Z, induces one on 9 for which F’S? = 3. 

6.9 PROPOSITION. Let S? be as above. Then h*of: (Y) --, r*(BTq) is injective. 
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Letting d, denote the number of elements in 9” having degree n, this Proposition 
implies the vector space 7r”(BIq)@W has dimension at least equal to d,. We can also 
conclude, using Lemma 6.2, that the secondary classes in 9 are all independent: 

6.10 COROLLARY. For ?Z and %’ as above, the map d&3?)+ H*(Frq) is injective. 

Proof of Proposition 6.9. For s = 1, we are given that i#ol: (F”Z’)+ .rr*(BTq) is 
injective. Assume this is true for s 2 1; we show it is for s + 1. Suppose that 

$ h,yl.c,. E (FS+‘%‘) of degree n is in the kernel of i*o& with each A,# 0 and 
a=1 
yl,cJa# y1ac,8 for (Y# p. By the inductive hypothesis, some I” must have length 
s + 1 L 2. Let i be the largest integer occurring in the sets {I” [length I” L 2). Then i is 
even and i I 2m. Define an index set d = {ali E I”}. 

Let p=n-2i+l, and let g:S +BIq be any map. For the Whitehead product 
[gi, g]: S” +BIq, and using the notation u~,~ = [(ye,), we have by (4.6): 

P fi: AIw.P ([ET;, 81) ( a=1 1 

(6.11) 

Note that I” = (i) implies deg UIm-i,J’ = deg x,~ 5 24. By the choice of i and &, 
there exists an (Y E d with I” # (i). Therefore deg UIa_iJa > 2q, which implies I” f (i) 
for all (Y E d, hence {yI.-icJu 1~ E a} c F”%‘. By the inductive hypothesis, 

~*(a~~A.U~~_iJ~) # 0. Thus, there exists a map g: Sp +,BIq making the term in (6.11) 

non-zero, contrary to assumption. n 
The techniques embodied in the proof above can be used to construct I.C.V. sets 

in ,rr*(Frq) as well. Let 7f be the largest subset of 2, rl HZqcl(Wq) for which 
h”o{(‘Y) c ,rr*(FTq) is an I.C.V. set. It follows that “Ir c Z,(l); we define a new set 

‘?f’ = (~1~1 E Zq(yi,c, E Yf and (i2, . . . , is) c (2,4, . . . ,2m)}. 

6.12 PROPOSITION. Let “lr be as above with aeon an I.C. V. set. Then the set 
h*ol( Y’) C 7r*(Frq) is I.C. V. 

Theorem 3.1 yields the following corollary of this Proposition: 

6.13 COROLLARY. The set 6,(Y) c H*(FTq) is I.C.V. That is, the elements in ‘Yf 
are mapped to independently variable classes in H*(FTq). 

Proof. The filtration of Z, defined above induces a filtration F”7f’ of 7’. We 
proceed by induction on the filtration degree s. It is given that k’ol(F’Y’) c 
7r2q+1(Frq) is I.C.V. For s 2 1 we assume &“o~(F”Y’) is I.C.V. and will show that the 
set &“o&JF”+‘Y’) is I.C.V. Let V” denote the elements in Fs+‘Y’ of degree n and 
suppose that V” rl Y’(s + 1) is non-empty. We must show i”o[(V”) C #(Frq) is 
I.C.V. 
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Our method of proof is to consider h*otJ(V”) as a set of functionals on r,@Iq) 
and then to establish that this set is I.C.V. on Whitehead products in 7rn(BIq) which 
come from homotopy classes in T,JFI~). 

Let i be the largest integer occurring in the index sets {I/yrc, E V” and length 
I 2 2). Then i must be even with i 5 2m. List the elements of V” as {Y~~c,- 11 I (Y I d} 
with i E I” for (Y I r and iE1” for (Y > r. Since n > 2q + 1, it follows that I” # (i) for 
all (Y and thus {y~~-ic,o(~ 5 r} C FT. 

For each (Y, set u, = i’o[(ylacJ~) and form the corresponding evaluation map 
u = (Ui,. . . ) ud): T,J,(BF~)+W~. Let p = n - 2i + 1 and set II = 7rP(Frq). For the wedge 
of spheres X T~~~~S~“, define a map g: X+BIYq as follows: 

Let g restricted to the yth factor be given by the Whitehead product [gi, 71: So + 
S*’ v Sp +BIq. Note that g factors through Frq since ~#:p*(Br~)-+ ~&30(q)) is a 
Lie algebra homomorphism and vx(y) = 0. 

Consider the composition r”(X) %,#rq) fWd. From (4.6) and Proposition 3.8 

we see that u,og# = 0 for (Y > r. Further, using (4.6), the fact that {yra-ic,*(a 5 
r} c FT’ and the inductive hypothesis we have that (pi, . . . , u,)og# is onto R’. 
Therefore, the set {u,,. . . , u,} c d(Brq) is I.C.V. and independent of the set 

{u,+*, * * - , ud}. If the set {yl=cJm(~ > r} is contained in FT’, then we are done. 
Otherwise, choose a new maximal index i E I” for (Y > r and proceed as before. H 

6.14 Remark. Using Theorem 6.5 on the existance of a set ‘Y c H2q+1( W,) for 
which d,(v is I.C.V., and forming the extension “Ir as above, Remark 5.5 and 
Corollary 6.13 then imply that d,(Y) consists of independently variable classes in 
H*(Frq). Thus we obtain an alternate proof of some of the results in Theorem 6.6. 
We note that Heitsch has shown ([21], Theorem 6.12) that there exists a larger set v 
than 7, with “v” C p C H*( W,), for which a,@) is I.C.V. The set v of Heitsch and 
our set Y’ have many elements in common but do not coincide. For example, the set 
sr’ contains all of the cocycles of the type y,cJ = yi, . . . y2,,,cJ for _yi,cr E “1’ and 

(i2, . . . , is_*) c (2,4,. . . ,2m - 2), but many of these are not in the set “v: 
It is possible to combine the results of Corollary 6.13 and ([21], Theorem 6.12) by 

showing that the elements of “Ir vary independently of many of the elements of p. 
Given an index I = (ii, . . . , i,), set I, = (i2, . . . , i,). Then for any ysJ E “v” with 
I,(t(2,4,... ,2m), the class 6*(yrcJ) varies independently of the set i\,(Y) in 
H*(Frq). To see this, note that the proof of Proposition 6.12 actually shows that the 
set k’o[(Y’) is independently variable on the iterated Whitehead products in T*(BIq) 
formed from the elements of ‘rr2,+,(BIq) and the maps {g,, . . . , &}. If f: S” +BIq 
represents one of these iterated Whitehead products, then for yIcJ E p with 
I&2,4,. . . ,2m) it follows from Proposition 3.8 and Theorem 4.4 that h#o[(yrcJ) 
(lf]) = 0. By Theorem 3.1 we conclude that 6*(yflJ) vanishes for a family of foliations 

on which the set s,(Y) is independently variable. Thus, setting “y’lE”y.’ U 

{Yrc, E w,a2,4, * * * ,2m)} and combining the above remarks with Theorem 6.12 of 
[21], we obtain the following result on the variability of the secondary classes: 

6.15 THEOREM. For each odd integer q 2 3, and for “Ir” as defined above, the set 
b,(T) in H*(Frq) is I.C.V. In particular, the map 6,: (Y”)+IYI*(FI’~) is injective. 

We conclude our consideration of ,rr*(BIq) by giving some consequences of the 
preceding results. Let “Ir’ = {z,, . . . , q,} c 2, be the largest set for which &*05(Y) c 
r*(BIq) is I.C.V. Let ni denote the degree of the element Zj, and form the wedge of 
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spheres Y = jylS”j. Let 8 denote the algebraic closure of Q in R, and let {,4,/a E a} 

be a transcendence basis for R over 8. Note that the set d is uncountable. By the 
definition of an I.C.V. set, for each (Y E d we can choose a map g,: Y +BP such 

that the composition rr*(Sj)+ 7r*( Y)%n&?P) 
/A&i) 

-R/0 is onto the coset of k, 

for i = j, and zero otherwise. It follows from the work of Haefliger in[18] that the map 
(ga)# is injective on rational homotopy. Since 7~*( Y)@Q is a free, graded Lie algebra 
with a basis corresponding to the set “Irl, this implies that ~T*(BI~)@Q is non-trivial in 
arbitrarily high degrees if v contains more than one element. The following pro- 
positions represent generalizations of this result; their proofs are given in [231: 

6.16 PROPOSITION. Let "Ir' c H*( W,) be the largest set such that 6”o[(Y’) C 
,rr*(BP) is I.C.V. Then with notation as above, it follows that the direct sum of maps 

is injective. 

In other words, if v’ contains more than one element, then there are uncount- 

ably many linearly independent, free graded Lie algebras in r,(Brq)@Q. 

6.17 PROPOSITION. For “Ir’ as above, there is an epimorphism of abelian groups 

7r*(BP) + 7r*( Y)@R. 

The space GT*( Y)@R is a free graded Lie algebra over R, which will be infinite- 
dimensional if “Ir’ contains more than one element. 

97. APPLICATIONS: RRl-,4 AND FRP 

Let BRT+q be the classifying space of SO(q)-foliations and let V: BRI+q + BSO(q) 
be the classifying map of the normal bundle. Let FRrq be the homotopy theoretic 
fiber of v. 

Set q’ = [4/2], p = [(q - 1)/2] and k = [q/4] + 1. For this section, we adopt the 
notation A,, = A(SO(q)),,. We will show: 

7.1 THEOREM. The characteristic homomorphism h”: 7r*(I(SO(q)q,)+ n*(BRr+“) is 
injective. 

The set of cohomology invariants defined for an SO(q)-foliation with trivial normal 
bundle is given by the algebra H*( W(Q(q), e),!) = H*(R W,), and there is a universal 
map i\*: H*(RW,)+H*(FRIq)[26, 311. This algebra is related to the complex A,, by 
H*(R W,) = H*(Aq,)@A(yk, . . . , y,), where yj is the suspension of pP 

7.2 THEOREM. The homomorphism 
jective. 

7.3 THEOREM. The homomorphism 
H*(A,,) to an I.C.V. set in r*(FRr”). 

&:H*(Aq,)@A(ye, . . . ,y,)+ H*(FRTq) is in- 

6#0< maps a basis of the variable classes in 
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Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 3.1 imply: 

7.4 COROLLARY. I\, maps a basis of the variable classes in H*(A,,) to an I.C.V. set 
in H*(FRr”). 

Theorem 7.3 also has the following consequence. Let v, be the dimension of the 

space of variable classes in H”(A,,). Form the wedge of spheres Y = v (“; S7). 
n>O j=l 

Corresponding to Propositions 6.16 and 6.17 we have the following result, which is 
proved in [23]: 

7.5 PROPOSITION. (i) If C v, 2 2, then there is an uncountable set J&? and cor- 
n>O 

responding maps g,: Y + BRr+q for (Y E d such that the direct sum of maps 

is injective. (ii) There is an epimorphism of graded abelian groups 

T*(BR~+~)-+ r,(Y)@!% 

If 4 is of the form 4k - 2 or 4k - 1 and 4 2 10, then it will be seen in the proof of 

Theorem 7.3 that 2 v, 2 2. Proposition 7.5 then says there are uncountably many free 
n>O 

Lie algebras in r,(BRr+q)@Q. Further, the group r”(BRT+“) maps onto Wd”, where 
d, is the dimension of r”,( Y)@W and is positive for an infinite number of n. 

The proofs of Theorems 7.1,7.2 and 7.3 depend upon 

7.6 THEOREM. FRTq is (q - 1)-connected. 

The proof of this parallels the line of reasoning used by Haefliger in [16] to show 
FIq is (q - l)-connected. A geometric construction is used, in addition, to show that 
any two metrics on (R”+’ - (0)) x IWqen-' = S” can be joined by an integrable homotopy; 
therefore, there is a unique homotopy class of maps S” + FRrq for n < q. Details are 
in [22]. 

Theorem 7.6 implies the map v: BRr+q --, BSO(q) is q-connected, so the vanishing 
theorem of Pasternack is exact[36]. Using Theorem 5.1, we also have: 

7.7 COROLLARY. 2': 7rn(FRTq)@Q+ H,(FRrq; Q) is an isomorphism for n zz 
2q - 2, and an epimorphism for n = 2q - 1. 

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let X be a q-dimensional, simply connected CW complex 
with a map f: X+ BSO(q) inducing an algebra isomorphism f*:H”(BSO(q))+ H”(X) 
for n 5 q. By the q-connectivity of v, there is a lifting 

The Chern-Weil homomorphism h: I(SO(q)),, *a(X) is a weak isomorphism; there- 
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fore, the composition .M(I(SO(q)),O) JI(SO(q)), I &(X) is a minimal model for n(X). 

Any two minimal models for n(X) are isomorphic; thus, the induced map 
h*: 7r*(I(SO(q)),,) + n*(X) is an isomorphism. H 

Proof of Theorem 7.2. Let f: X + BRI’+4 be the CW complex used in the proof 
of Theorem 7.1. Let t: P + X be the principal SO(q)-bundle induced by f = Y$ The 

composition f 05 = 0, hence by Theorem 3.1 there is a commutative diagram 

~*u(so(q)),,) hd 7r*(P) 

(7.8) 

The map h,’ is an isomorphism; thus, ker hp” = ker 5” = (p,, . . . , pk_,) which implies 
the image of 5 intersects ker hp# trivially. Therefore ker A* = ker hpXol is zero. 

It remains to show that 6*{A(yk,. . . , y,)} is independent of &{H*(A,,)} in 
H*(FRrq). First, consider the case q = 29’. Kamber and Tondeur have shown ([25], 
Theorem 6.52) that A, is injective when restricted to the ideal generated by 

A(Xe)OA(yt, . . . , yp) in H*(RW,), where e is the Euler class and x is the suspension 
of e. Suppose y E A”(yk, . . . , yp) is a non-zero element such that 6*(y) E A,{H”(A,,)}. 
Because e*A,, = {0}, this implies d,(y)*&&e) = 0, yielding a contradiction. 

The case q = 2q’ + 1 follows from the injectivity of H*(R W,) + H*(R W,_,), with the 
understanding that yp -+ xe, and the straightforward: 

7.9 LEMMA. For any q, there is a commutative diagram: 

H*(R W,-,) 4 H*(FRr4-‘) 

t _ t 

H*(RW,) 4 H*(FRr4). 

Proof of Theorem 7.3. If q = 4k - 4 or 4k - 3, then all classes in H*(R W,) are 
rigid([31], Theorem 5.5). For q = 2 (resp. q = 3), the variable class xe (resp. yl) in 
H3(RWq) was shown to vary continuously for a family of foliations on S3[31]. 
Therefore, &#o[(xe) (resp. &“o[(y,)) is variable. 

The case q = 4k - 1 follows from the case q = 4k - 2 using the dual homotopy 
version of Lemma 7.9. Therefore, we need only show the case q = 4k - 2 2 6. 

An element yrpJ E A,, is admissible if il < . . . < is < k; lJ[ 5 q’; i, + IJ( > q’ and 
I< i&j, = 0. Let 3 be the set of admissible elements of degree q + 1. Then % is a 
basis of Hq+‘(A,.) and it was shown by Lazarov and Pasternack ([32] Theorem 3.3) 
that hof(%) is an I.C.V. set in r*(FRI’“). Let %:’ be the set of admissible yrp, with 
yi,P, E %; then .Z’ is a basis for the variable classes in H*(A,,). Using the (q - l)- 
connectivity of FRrq, the proof of Proposition 6.12 carries over directly to show 
&‘of(Y) is an I.C.V. set. H 
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68. APPLICATIONS: Brc” and Frc” 

Let BTc” be the classifying space of integrable Gl(n, Q-foliations of complex 
codimension n, and let v: BTc” +sU(n) be the map classifying the normal bundle. 
Let Frc” denote the homotopy theoretic fiber of v. In this section we will extend the 
results of Baum and Bott[2] on the homotopy and cohomology of Brc” and Frc”. All 
algebras are over the field C, and I-I*(X) = H*(X; C). We use the notation 

W/E -A(Gl(n, C)), of [7]. The following useful result was proved by Landweber: 

8.1 THEOREM ([30], Theorem 1.6). The space FTC” is (n - I)-connected. 

The space BU(n) is simply connected, so this theorem implies Brc” is simply 
connected for n > 1. Haefliger has shown FTcl is simply connected [17], so BTc’ is 
also simply connected. The minimal model of BU(n) is the algebra C[cl, . . . , c,] = 

H*(BU(n)). Therefore, for each 15 j I n there is a map g,: S2j +sU(n) such that 
g:(q) E H2j(S2j) is non-zero. By Theorem 8.1, for each 1 5 j 5 [n/2] there exists a lift 
gi: S2j+BI’cn of gb It follows that (vogj)*(cj)=g~(cj) # 0. 

A cocycle yIcJ E W, is admissible if i, < . . . < i, I n; (J( 5 n; il + I./( > n and 
I< i, implies jl = 0. Let 9 be the set of admissible cocycles of degree 2n + 1. Then 9’ 
is the Vey basis (over C) of H2”+‘( W,)[14]. Baum and Bott have shown: 

8.2 THEOREM[z]. The set ko~(%) C 7r2”+‘(FrCn) is I.C.V. 

In this context, a set is I.C.V. if the evaluation map ~2n+l(FrCn) <Cd is onto. 

Using Theorem 8.2 and the remarks following Theorem 8.1, the proof of Pro- 
position 6.12 carries over directly to give: 

8.3 THEOREM. Let 9:’ be the set of admissible cocycles yIcJ satisfying yilcJ E 
H2”+‘( W,,) and i, < . . . < i, I [n/2]. Then i”ot(%‘) is an I.C. V. set in r*(FrCn). 

8.4 COROLLARY. For 3:’ us above, the set d,(T) C H*(Frc”) is I.C.V. Let (a’) 
denote the spun of 2”; then A,: (ST’)+ H*(Fr,“) is injective. 

Let v, denote the number of elements in 9’ of degree m. Form the wedge of 

spheres Y = v ( “v Sjm). Using Proposition 8.3, the following proposition is proven in 
m>O j=l 

[231. 

8.5 PROPOSITION. (i) For n > 1, there is an uncountable set d and maps g,: Y + 

BTc” for a E & such that the direct sum of maps 

is injective. (ii) There is an epimorphism of graded abelian groups r*(BTc”)-+ 

7T*(Y)OC. 
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